


High-quality red dot sight with 3
adjustable reticles
Robust yet lightweight aluminum
housing
Dynamic dot technology saving
energy and time
High-quality coating for absolutely
clear viewing quality
Large 20 x 18 mm lens for a perfect
overview
Reticle adjustment in 0.3 MRAD steps
Waterproof and shock-resistant

ALPEN OPTICS Argus 
LT Red Dot Sight 1x20x18

PRODUCT INFORMATION



ABSOLUTELY WEATHER- AND SHOCK-RESISTANT

Even in adverse weather conditions, this high-quality
ALPEN OPTICS Red Dot Sight keeps your target firmly
in view. Heavy rain, snow, fog, or even a brief
submersion in a stream do not affect the Argus LT,
which is waterproof up to 1 m (IPX7). The sturdy yet
lightweight aluminum housing keeps liquids reliably
away from the interior. The red dot sight is also filled
with nitrogen to ensure clear vision even at extremely
fluctuating temperatures, so the lenses cannot fog up
from the inside. As a true premium red dot sight, the
ALPEN OPTICS Argus LT Red Dot Sight 1x20x18 is of
course shock-resistant up to 1,000 g Magnum calibers
when closed.



INNOVATIVE DYNAMICDOT TECHNOLOGY

The innovative DynamicDot Technology saves
battery life by using a motion sensor, making the
prism optics quickly ready for operation. The
illuminated reticle automatically turns on as
soon as you move the rifle and bring it into
position. If it then remains motionless for 5
minutes, the illuminated reticle turns off again.
This means your prism sight is quickly ready for
use, saving not only power but also valuable
time.



ROBUST HOUSING

Our rifle scopes are equipped with a robust housing
made of T6 6061 aluminum. This material offers an
excellent balance between durability and lightness,
making it ideal for use in demanding environments.
The T6 6061 aluminum housing is known for its high
strength and resistance to external influences such
as shocks, vibrations, and extreme temperatures.
This makes our rifle scopes not only reliable, but
also suitable for long-term use in various conditions



THE COATING

Another distinctive characteristic is the
excellent multi-layer coating. It ensures clear
viewing quality.



3 DIFFERENT RETICLES

Red dot 3 MOA, circle 32 MOA, dot
is very free with 3 MOA for good
precision, the 32 MOA circle helps
with fast target acquisition.



EXTENSIVE ACCESSORIES

Low mount and high mount for
Picatinny, ACRO footprint for very flat
mounting on a
pistol.







TECHNICAL DATA


